
U.S.S. Ganymede  June 23, 1998


Kris:
The U.S.S. Ganymede is at Warp 2 approaching Federation outpost Diva.  This outpost is on the Federation border of the Romulan neutral zone.

Kris:
An unusual signal has been detected emanating from the neutral zone and the Ganymede has been ordered to investigate.  Possibly causing a rift in the space-time continuum, this signal is also interfering with Divan communications...

Kris:
...which ceased several hours ago.

Kris:
The Federation is on the brink of establishing a new treaty with the Romulans and has elected to send only the Ganymede to handle this investigation, rather than dispatch a fleet that might cause unwanted attention and undue alarm.

Kris:
Penetration of the neutral zone may be necessary, particularly if the Romulans have violated the Neutral Zone Treaty.  Captain's discretion is warranted.

Kris:
<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>

CSO_Paldn:
::modifying sensors to detect chronoton particles and quantum signitures::

CTO_Cain:
::At tactical monitoring sheild and weapon status::

CEO_Tal:
::on the bridge at engineering station one monitoring engine output::

CMO_Wells:
:: in her office going over nessaary papers::

OPS_Rhian:
:at OPS investigationg why no comms:

CO_Olbrun:
::in her ready room, looking over various reports on this sector of space::

FCO_VID:
::monitoring navigational sensors::

XO_Louis:
:: On the bridge at science station 1 with Paladine ::

CSO_Paldn:
::azure glow of the LR sensors::

CO_Grolim:
@*Ragnarok*  Grolim here.  Status update?

CNS_Warke:
::on bridge::

CO_Olbrun:
::she's finally had time to look things over, and it looks like this could really be a problem::

Ragnarok:
@Grolim : Finished preliminary realignment almost ready for another run

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Any idea where this anomoly was centered? Can you determine if it was in Federation space?

CO_Torax:
$   ::sits in his chair....these border patrols are superflourious...the Federation hasnt tried anything in generations, and what with the war against the Dominion.....the already small chance got even smaller::

CMO_Wells:
*Warke: if you get a momment could you come to SB.

FCO_VID:
::Checks course & speed::

CO_Grolim:
@*Rag*  Proceed with the tests.  Time is short.  Keep me posted.

CNS_Warke:
*Wells:I'll come right down

CSO_Paldn:
XO: the anomaly is originating from the Neutral Zone

Ragnarok:
:Sighs as he realizes the autromatics did not kick in ::

CNS_Warke:
::gets in TL and goes to SB::

Thalxon:
$ ::paces around his bridge, reading about the rediculous debacle in the Chintaka system...What a waste of good ships. The Romulan Senate has gone haywire with this convoluted Federation treaty::

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim* Finished prelimanary recalibration getting ready for the next run

CSO_Paldn:
::sweeping for chronoton particles::

CNS_Warke:
::enters SB::

OPS_Rhian:
XO: we are unable to raise the outpost

CO_Olbrun:
::leans back in her chair, closing her eyes for just a moment- it's been a long trip out to Diva::

CO_Grolim:
@::moves to the Science station, and reads over the officer's shoulder::

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim* Starting new run in 30 secs

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim* 15

CSO_Paldn:
XO: 4 min to zone border

XO_Louis:
Rhian: Keep trying, send a status to the captain.

CEO_Tal:
::ensuring engineering teams are on standby::

CO_Torax:
$  ::but, that is not to say, he does not relish the fact that he commands a Romulan Warbird::

CO_Grolim:
@::acknowledges Rag's report::

CNS_Warke:
Wells:you wanted to see me?

FCO_VID:
*XO*:Sir four minutes to Neutral Zone at our present speed:

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim * 10 ..9..8..7.. 6.. 5 ..4..3..2..1.. Now

Thalxon:
$ *COMM Torax* So SubCommander...It seems the Senate has gone illogical with this Chintaka system war...Your ideas on it?

XO_Louis:
Vid: Continue on our present course.

Ragnarok:
@:::mighty engines warpaway with a blaze of power seldom seen until now ::

CMO_Wells:
Warke: yes i wanted you to take a look at soemthing. i needa pchyologist's opinion.

Thalxon:
$ ::viewscreen flickers:: Science officer, what was that???

CNS_Warke:
Wells:lets see it

XO_Louis:
Paladine: We need to isolate that signal, keep working on it. :: Moves down to the second chair and takes a seat ::

FCO_VID:
*XO*: Aye Sir:

Kris:
ACTION: THE WARPING ROMULAN CRUISER SUDDENLY POWERS DOWN AND GRINDS TO A HALT.  UNGRACEFULLY.

Ragnarok:
@:::rides the fires of Hell's fury ::

CSO_Paldn:
::scanning for quantum fluxes:: XO :Aye

CO_Olbrun:
::keeps her eyes closed, and realises that she needs to be on the bridge::

CO_Olbrun:
::enters the bridge and takes her place::

CMO_Wells:
:: tur ns her screen to face warke::

CO_Torax:
$  *Thlaxon*  War is no time for logic.....

CSO_Paldn:
XO: now detected massive quantum flux

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim* Test run two done , doing recalibrations now

XO_Louis:
:: Looking down at the padd... does not notice the Captain approaching ::

CNS_Warke:
Wells:I see what you mean. Is this on Sirach?

CO_Olbrun:
::takes her seat quietly:: Louis: Report, Number One.

Thalxon:
$ *Torax* True enough, but do you not agree that this half-developed plan by the Federation, and much more...The Klingons...Was most definitely a failure?

Kris:
ACTION: A PROBE IS FIRED TOWARD THE U.S.S. GANYMEDE FROM DIVA STATION.

FCO_VID:
*XO*:Sir Capt. on the bridge:

CSO_Paldn:
XO: incoming probe

XO_Louis:
Captain: We are detecting a quantum flux... determining location.

Ragnarok:
@:::starts the process of doing the fine tuning adjustments of the new engine design ::

CO_Torax:
$  *Thlaxon*  Time will tell......::broods::

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: What kind of a quantum flux?

CMO_Wells:
yes it was taken 3 weeks ago, during his physical,  I thought it was just from his up bringing.

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT: The station has fires a probe at us

XO_Louis:
Captain: Unknown, that is yet to be determined.

CNS_Warke:
Wells:it seems to be rather unusuall readings

XO_Louis:
Rhian: Probe, on screen. identify.

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: tractor it and put it into Cargo Bay one.

FCO_VID:
Capt:within orbit range of Diva:

CO_Torax:
$  ::glad his flotilla is cloaked.......their pressence might raise eyebrows on the Federation border::

CO_Grolim:
@*Rag* I need your report.  Are all systems go?

CNS_Warke:
Wells:I'm scheduled to have an appointment with Sirach

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Location of quantum flux and theories on origination.

OPS_Rhian:
:activates display: CAPT: A Class 3 Communications Probe...attempting to tune signal

Thalxon:
$ *Torax* While we are on this secure channel, did you not notice an oddity in our signal just a moment ago?

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim* we could fly the thing now but not very reliably ...with a few more runs we should expect a more normal span of ewngine life

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT: Aye Sir

CSO_Paldn:
XO: the flux is within the NZ, perhaps it is symptomatic of dimensional passage

CMO_Wells:
Warke: he has twice the number of renalin normal for a vulcan. i thought it was becuase of his up bringing, but I have suspitions it isn't jus tthat

CO_Torax:
$  ::looks over at his science officer, who confirms it::

Kris:
ACTION: THE PROBE MATERIALIZES IN CARGO BAY ONE.

CO_Torax:
$  *Thalxon*  Within the neutral zone?

CO_Grolim:
@*Rag*  Noted.  Keep working on it.

OPS_Rhian:
:dispatches team to CB1::

CEO_Tal:
Rhian: Can you should check the transporter subsystem.

CNS_Warke:
Wells:I see what you mean for it's almost as if something is changing him

XO_Louis:
Vid: Hold your position at the border to the NZ.

CO_Olbrun:
::has brought a report out with her, and seems distracted.::

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim: Almost ready for the next run 25 Seconds

FCO_VID:
XO:Holding Sir:

OPS_Rhian:
TAL: What's the problem?

CEO_Tal:
Rhian: Temporal might cause problems with the transporters?

Thalxon:
$ *Torax* Confirmed SubCommander. I will have my Science team determine the source. Good day. ::cuts the signal::

XO_Louis:
Captain: Should we proceed into the NZ?

Ragnarok:
@:::Starts preignition sequencers ::

OPS_Rhian:
TAL: Understood, compensating

CSO_Paldn:
XO: I suggest a probe of our own

CO_Torax:
$  *Thlaxon*  Hold formation until further orders......out

Ragnarok:
@:::Watches as power climbs on a steep ramp ::

FCO_VID:
::wonders who's probe::

CO_Grolim:
@*Rag*  If your systems are ready, I'd like to implement the plan.  Tell me now; are the systems ready for a real test?

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim* Going now

CMO_Wells:
Warke:  not changing him, but something is causing his levels it is like two nerual chemicals

XO_Louis:
Captain: I recommend that our science officer and our tactical officer examine that probe we brought aboard.

Thalxon:
$ ::begins pondering the illogical nature of Torax calling him Thlaxon instead of Thalxon::

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: Agreed. Make it so. ::goes back to her report::

Ragnarok:
@::::Rides a powerful burst of pure energy , enjoying the sensation of speed such as he has never witnessed before ::

CNS_Warke:
Wells:maybe I should move up my appointment with him

CO_Torax:
$  ::drums fingers on his console, waiting for his science teams to finish their analysis::

OPS_Rhian:
SCI/TAC:  I have the message

CO_Grolim:
@::sends alert to all vessels::  We're going in.

Ragnarok:
@:::Comes down from the step ::

XO_Louis:
:: Curious about the captain's behaviour, but dismisses it :: Paladine: For right now, you and Cain examine that probe.

CTO_Cain:
XO: Aye sir.  ::Heads toward TL::

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim* It is ready

Kris:
ACTION: RAGNAROK'S SHIP SHUDDERS TO A BLINDING STOP, AGAIN.

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT: The probe reports Diva personnel fine....communications disrupted.  Something going on in

OPS_Rhian:
  the Neutral Zone.  Please investigate and report.  Grateful.

CMO_Wells:
warke:  yes i'm going to bring him into SB to motitor levels, and do new scanns on him but acording to the computer we can't find him.

CSO_Paldn:
XO: Ops has a message from the probe but I will investigate further if you like

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Belay that order.

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  Shall I reciprocate?

CNS_Warke:
Wells:do that and I'll examine him here

CTO_Cain:
::goes back to tactical::

Thalxon:
$ ::Science department is flummoxed over the readings, now that they've occurred again...and halted just as quickly::

XO_Louis:
Rhian: That might be useless at this point.

OPS_Rhian:
XO: Understood

CNS_Warke:
Wells:should we inform the captain?

FCO_VID:
::holds ship steady ::

CSO_Paldn:
XO: I suggest we launch a probe into the zone

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim* Test complete come match trajectory with me

CO_Grolim:
@*Rag*  I'm picking up a Federation vessel.  Engage them.

CO_Torax:
$  ::notices they are leaving section 8 for section 9....the position of a known Fed outpost, what the terrans call "Diva" is within range::

CMO_Wells:
warke:  yes..... i need your help find him though.

XO_Louis:
Captain: A recommendation has been made to launch a probe... what are your thoughts ::Purposely trying to provoke a response::

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim* Full Power Test ?

CO_Olbrun:
::she closes her eyes and clears her mind for a moment, then focuses back on her task:: Louis: That sounds like an excellent idea. See to it.

CO_Grolim:
@::frowns::  *Rag* You are wasting time.  Engage.

Ragnarok:
@:::adjusts sensor helmet ::

XO_Louis:
:: Raises eyebrow :: Aye Captain.

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Launce that probe.

Thalxon:
$ ::his warbird floats into S. 9::

CNS_Warke:
*Olbrun:Wells and I need help to find Sirach since the computer can't find him

CSO_Paldn:
XO: Aye, configuring probe and launching

Kris:
ACTION: THE GANYMEDE LAUNCHES A PROBE.

XO_Louis:
Vid: Make course to Diva.

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim*Going now :::Throws a few switches to power up weapons ::

CO_Olbrun:
::she glances up at the comm:: *Wells* I'll assign a security team to help you look. Good luck.

Ragnarok:
@::Goes to A Very high Factor of Quasiwarp ::

FCO_VID:
XO:Aye sir course plotted:

CSO_Paldn:
XO: monitoring data from probe

CNS_Warke:
Wells:I'll help but not sure if I'll be much help

CO_Grolim:
@*Rag*  If you need furhter instruction, I want that ship captured.  Use your weapons to accomplish.

CTO_Cain:
::notifies security team to help CMO Wells::

Kris:
ACTION: THE ROMULAN SHIP GOES FROM A VERY HIGH QUASI-WARP FACTOR TO A MISERABLE, SHUDDERING STOP.

CO_Grolim:
@::frowns::

FCO_VID:
XO:Sir Geosync orbit established:

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim* We have a system malfunctiuon aboard

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  I will have the internal sensors scan for ENS Sirach's bio-signs

CSO_Paldn:
::scanning for quantum signatures from probe::

CO_Grolim:
@*Rag*  What happened?  I want things back on line, NOW!

CMO_Wells:
*CO: Thank you sir we will need it.....

Ragnarok:
@:::works at putting out fires::

CO_Grolim:
@::glares::

CO_Olbrun:
::nods at Rhian, still looking very out of it::

CO_Torax:
$   ::scans pick up a Romulan Warbird......at the very edge of their sensor envelope::

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim* Things exploded while in the Quasi state it became unstable ...I am putting out the fires now

XO_Louis:
Captain: I recommend that Warke, Cain and Paladine take a shuttle to the surface to investigate the communications problems.

CO_Grolim:
@::cuts comm, irritated, and returns to an analysis of the situation::

FCO_VID:
XO:Sir maintaing orbit around Diva:

CSO_Paldn:
::using probe array to scan for chronoton particles::

CNS_Warke:
Wells:I suggest you start in his quarters

Ragnarok:
@::Has fires out and Starts repairs to his "Baby " ::

CMO_Wells:
Warke: we might get an idea of where to start from there.......

OPS_Rhian:
:notices CAPT is more sluggish tahn usual:

CO_Grolim:
@::notes proximity to Diva, and scans for vessels, noting that Ganymede is there::

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: I disagree. If they are all right on Diva, then we need to keep our crew together in case of trouble.

CO_Torax:
$   ::activates secure channel::  *Thalxon*  We have one Romulan Warbird at 232.301...within the neutral zone.  Can you confirm?

CNS_Warke:
Wells:would you like me to help you search for him?

CSO_Paldn:
::retrieving data from probe::

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim* I am afraid that repairs will take about 4 hours

CO_Grolim:
@::considers situation, and considers alternatives::  *Rag* what's your status?

CO_Torax:
$  ::doesnt have anything on the threat board about any sort of trials or missions::

FCO_VID:
::checks stabilizers::

CMO_Wells:
::stand and heads for the door: Warke : come on i have feeling we have a search on our hands........

CSO_Paldn:
::monitoring quantum sig levels and chonoton particles::

Ragnarok:
@*grolim* Four Major subsystems are completely gone

XO_Louis:
Captain: Very well, would you recommend we investigate this anomoly directly?

CNS_Warke:
::follows Wells::

CEO_Tal:
::investigating information on temporal science::

CO_Grolim:
@::frowns::  *Rag*  plot a retreat course.  Let's back off to the Neutral Zone.

CSO_Paldn:
XO: I suggest we retreive data from the probes before violating the treaty

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim* Very well, I can get this thing moving in about 4 minutes

CO_Grolim:
@::initiates a retreat course, and transmits similar orders to other vessels::

Ragnarok:
@:::Starts replacing the Gyros and controls gear ::

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Agreed, however I don't belive that choice is ours to make. I think they have made it for us. Would you agree Captain?

Ragnarok:
@:::Does quick checkout of engines and gyros ::

CO_Olbrun:
::shakes her head:: Louis: Pardon?

Ragnarok:
@::Starts the Ship back to the rendevous point ::

FCO_VID:
::awaiting further orders::

CSO_Paldn:
XO: probe data indicates quantum echos not an actual anomaly

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  We are recieving data from the probe :transmitts to SCI:

XO_Louis:
:: Concerned and irritated that Dara is engrossed in her padd :: Captain: Should we pursue our probe and investigate first hand?

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: Yes, please do.

XO_Louis:
Captain: Aye.

CO_Olbrun:
::she's tucked the padd to one side some time ago, but still seems distracted at best.::

XO_Louis:
Cain: Prepare tactical data.

CSO_Paldn:
XO: the quantum signitures are heading towards Fed space

CTO_Cain:
XO: Aye sir.

XO_Louis:
Vid: Plot a course to intercept that signal.

XO_Louis:
Vid: Engage.

Ragnarok:
@:::Starts Main thrusters and tries to catch up to his leader ::

FCO_VID:
XO:Aye sir plotting intercept:

CSO_Paldn:
XO: I am tracking the quantum signals and am feeding the data to TAC and FCo

XO_Louis:
:: Stands and moves to the back of the chair at helm... staring at the view screen::

CTO_Cain:
XO: Sir, should we raise shields?

Ragnarok:
@:::gets back up on the step and quickly regains the area around his leader ::

XO_Louis:
Cain: Do you have a fix or an identity of that signal?

CMO_Wells:
warke: can you sense him anywhere?

OPS_Rhian:
*DOC* Internal sensors have located ENS Sirach in a storage closet on Deck 11

FCO_VID:
XO:sir am picking up trail on Nav. sensors:

CO_Olbrun:
::she watches the viewscreen, wondering if the anomaly will come into view::

Ragnarok:
@:::Comes down from step ::

CNS_Warke:
::tries to sense him::

CTO_Cain:
XO: Not yet sir.

XO_Louis:
Cain: Very well.

CO_Grolim:
@*Rag*  I need an update

XO_Louis:
Captain: I suggest Red-Alert.

CEO_Tal:
CSO: Could the romulans be using the engines which employ a quantum singularity to form some sort of worm hole?

CMO_Wells:
*OPS*:  thank you........

CO_Olbrun:
::she nods, and waves her approval at him::

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim* Can you have a team come aboard to help me analyze the data and replace parts ?

CMO_Wells:
Warke: come on they found him... deck 11    *computer*: deck  11.........

XO_Louis (Sound - Alert.wav):
*Red Alert*

CO_Grolim:
@::frowns::  *Rag*  You cna't handle it?

OPS_Rhian:
XO: Sensors have located ENS Sirach, Dr. Wells is proceding there now

OPS_Rhian:
:Sets Red Alert:

XO_Louis:
Rhian: Very well.

CTO_Cain:
XO: sir I have a fix.  The signal seems to be an echo of some kind.  It also seems it is ripping up the surrounding space.

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim* Just thought it woulkd go much faster if I had help

CNS_Warke:
::Follows Wells:: Welss:that's also where I sensed a powerful presense

CTO_Cain:
::Raises shield per the red alert::

XO_Louis:
Tal: Romulans?... What makes you say that?

CSO_Paldn:
XO: now detecting Romulan ships

CO_Grolim:
@::orders a team over to Rag's vessel::  Kanar:  Straighten them out.  I want to get on with this.

CEO_Tal:
XO: The Romulan engines use quantum sigularites as power.

CTO_Cain:
XO:  Sir, I have sent the data to your PADD.

OPS_Rhian:
SCI: Are you able to determine the frequency of the echo?

Ragnarok:
@:::Brings up data from the runs database ::

CO_Grolim:
@<Kanar>  ::grunts, and reports to the transporter for beam::

CMO_Wells:
::comes off TL onto deck 11, mee tts with a security team:: Warke : how  come   when you say powerful presense i don't like the sound of that..........

CNS_Warke:
::surprised at the intensity of the presence on deck 11::

CSO_Paldn:
XO: Romulan cruisers on an Invasion course to Sector 001

XO_Louis:
Cain: Thank you.... ::Voice trail off after hearing Paladine::

XO_Louis:
Rhian: On screen.

FCO_VID:
XO:Sir shall Iprepare for possible evasive action?

CNS_Warke:
Wells:I sense that Sirach isn't the only thing here

XO_Louis:
Vid: Be prepared.

OPS_Rhian:
:activates screen:

FCO_VID:
XO:aye sir:

CO_Grolim:
@<Kanar> ::beams::

XO_Louis:
Rhian: Work with Engineering to get power to the engines and the shields.

Ragnarok:
@Kannar : We need to replace the primary inducer it gets weak while in drive mode

FCO_VID:
::plots evasive maneuvers::

CSO_Paldn:
XO: I suggest we inform Command of the Romulan Fleet

OPS_Rhian:
XO: Aye

Ragnarok:
@<Kannar> Aye sir

FCO_VID:
::Lays in possible Picard Maneuver as back up::

Ragnarok:
@Kannar : Meanwhile I shall repair the primary controls interface , something wrong there

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Inform them of what... that they have violated the NZ Treaty.... I'd rather take my chanced with this one cruiser.

CO_Olbrun:
::she listens to the havoc that has erupted on the bridge::

CEO_Tal:
::beginning to bring addtional fusion generators online::

CO_Grolim:
@::orders red alert, and all vessels cloaked::

CNS_Warke:
::senses where Sirach is:: Wells:Sirach is this way

CMO_Wells:
warke: like what.....:: pulls out tricorder ans scanns::

Ragnarok:
@::Cloaks::

CSO_Paldn:
XO: now detecting 3 cruisers

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Do you have a line on the emmissions of their engines?

OPS_Rhian:
:routing excess power to shields:

CTO_Cain:
XO: Sir, should I try to hail the ships?

CNS_Warke:
*Paladine:do you also sense a powerful presense on deck 11?

Ragnarok:
@:::replaces Primary controls interface ::

XO_Louis:
Cain: Sure... let's give it a try.

CTO_Cain:
*ships* This is the USS Ganeymede, Please respond.

CNS_Warke:
Wells:it's just a presnense I sense

CTO_Cain:
::hails ships again::

XO_Louis:
:: Moves back to the second chair but does not sit down::

CSO_Paldn:
*CNS* standy by...XO: the ships are throwing a very traceable trail

Ragnarok:
@<Kannar > :::repalaces primary  Inducer ::

CMO_Wells:
:: finds sirach in the closet::  Warke  : over here.........

CO_Olbrun:
::wanders right off the bridge into her ready room::

CTO_Cain:
XO: No response sir.

CNS_Warke:
::goes over to closet::  ::senses that the presense is enamating from him::

Ragnarok:
@Grolim* We are ready for a new test run after you are clear of our "wake "

XO_Louis:
:: Very puzzled by the Captain's reaction... more like enraged, but does not show the irritation::

CNS_Warke:
Wells:it's coming from him

XO_Louis:
Cain: Acknowledged.

CSO_Paldn:
*CNS* affirmative, I sense another mind in conjunction with Sirach's

XO_Louis:
:: To anyone :: Lets see if we can get their attention.

CO_Grolim:
@::is slightly taken aback at the events::  *Rag* I have an idea..........

CNS_Warke:
*CSO*Thank you for affirming that

Ragnarok:
@Grolim* Grolim ?

XO_Louis:
Paladine: Work with the sensor and try to get a weapons lock on them... work with Cain.

XO_Louis:
Vid: Pursue.

CNS_Warke:
Wells:Paladin confirms it's coming from him

FCO_VID:
XO:have them locked in pursuing sir:

CTO_Cain:
::attempts weapons lock::

CSO_Paldn:
XO: Aye Aye

CO_Grolim:
@::moves to tactical, and takes over the controls::

CSO_Paldn:
::feeding data to Cain::

Ragnarok:
@::warms up engines ::

Ragnarok:
@:::revs engines ::

CTO_Cain:
::receives data from Paladine and attempts weapons lock again::

CMO_Wells:
warke:   i can't get a good scan of him, but his brain waves are unstable,,,,,,, and highly complex

CO_Grolim:
@::makes a few adjustments to the transporter system, and locks on targets::

CSO_Paldn:
k

CO_Grolim:
@::activates beam, waiting to sea if it works::

XO_Louis:
Vid: Have we crossed into the NZ?

CO_Olbrun:
::denotes in a personal log that she is not needed by this fine and very competent crew::

CSO_Paldn:
XO: the 3 cruisers have returned into the NZ

FCO_VID:
XO:Yes Sir

CNS_Warke:
Wells:there seems to be another presense in him

Kris:
ACTION: PALADINE, WELLS AND WARKE ARE SUDDENLY DEMATERIALIZED OFF THE U.S.S. GANYMEDE.

CMO_Wells:
Warke: how are we going to get him out  of there with out  him hurting us or himself?

CSO_Paldn:
~~~~

CTO_Cain:
XO: Sir!! ::watches crewmates leave::

CO_Grolim:
@::greets the hostages, with a well-armed security force::

OPS_Rhian:
XO: Internal sensors have reported that Drs. Wells & Warke and ENS Sirach are no longer aboard.

CSO_Paldn:
@Gromlin: what is the meaning of this?

XO_Louis:
Vid: Hold your distance!

FCO_VID:
XO:Aye Sir:

CO_Olbrun:
::she hears the shout, enters the bridge quickly, and sees Sky missing:: Louis: What is going on?

CNS_Warke:
@Wells:where are we?

CO_Grolim:
@::escorts the hostages to the brig, not answering their questions::

CTO_Cain:
::Adjusts computer Quad-angulation to lock on any ship::

OPS_Rhian:
CO: and ENS Paladin as well

CMO_Wells:
@ aloud:what the .........:: as she rematerilizes::

XO_Louis:
Captain: As you see, our crew members have been beamed away... presumably by those Romulans out there.

CO_Grolim:
@*Rag*  We are retreating; I have acquired........ insurance.  Back out to neutral territory.

FCO_VID:
XO:Sir assuming Sci station from Conn:

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: Have you determined the suorce of the eminations?

CSO_Paldn:
@All: is everyone allright?

Ragnarok:
@*Groliom* Should I test attack vector mode ?

CNS_Warke:
@Paldn:yes

XO_Louis:
Vid: Hold your station.

CMO_Wells:
@::standing ther with her tricoder still scanning::

FCO_VID:
XO:Aye sir:

XO_Louis:
Cain: Take the science station and get me data on where they went.

XO_Louis:
Captain: Working on it.

CMO_Wells:
@CSO:  I'm fine ......

CTO_Cain:
::heads toward sci:: XO: AYe sir.

CNS_Warke:
@::stands up:: ALL:the last thing I remember is finding Sirach and examing him

CO_Olbrun:
::raises an eyebrow, and takes her seat, checking status reports from all stations::

CO_Grolim:
@::enters the brig, and pulls Paladin up by an arm::  You, come; we should discuss the situation.

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim* Should I test attack vector mode ?

CSO_Paldn:
@::comes along, and removes rank::

CTO_Cain:
XO: Sir, we do have a weapons lock on one of the ships.

XO_Louis:
Vid: Try to hail them.

XO_Louis:
Cain: Very good, hold your station.

CO_Grolim:
@*Rag* No.  I need you here.  Leave your vessel in your second's command, and join me.  Retreat, for the moment, is our intent.

CMO_Wells:
thinks: Oh wonderful..........

CNS_Warke:
@Wells:we appear to be prisoners of the romulans

FCO_VID:
XO:Aye Sir:<COMM>:Romulan Vessels this is the USS Ganyemede please respond:

CEO_Tal:
:: trying to investigate how they were taken::

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim*Very well , I shall leave Kannar in charge

Ragnarok:
@::walks to Transporter ::

CO_Grolim:
@*Vid*  Commander Grolim here.  Speak, dog.

CSO_Paldn:
@::~~~Counselor can you hear me?~~~

Ragnarok:
@:::Beams ::

CMO_Wells:
@Warke: No kidding Consolr what gave you that idea, holseters he tricorder, and takes aseat::

CNS_Warke:
@~~~Paladin yes I can hear you~~~

CO_Olbrun:
::hears "dog" and grimaces::

FCO_VID:
XO: Sir communiocations established. Reponse?:

CTO_Cain:
::keeps weapons lock on ship::

CO_Grolim:
@::smiles sardonically at Rag::  So, we are in an interesting situation.

FCO_VID:
::DOG?::

CSO_Paldn:
@~~~we have been abducted, try yo form an escape plan, do not give them any info~~~

XO_Louis:
:: Sits in the chair ::

CO_Olbrun:
::she steps up:: Rhian, please open the channel.

CEO_Tal:
XO: Maybe the penetrated the shields with a TR beam that was in temporal flux.

CNS_Warke:
@~~~Yes sir~~~

Ragnarok:
@Grolim: I think they know not what new tools we have at our disposal

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT: Aye Sir, channel open

CO_Olbrun:
*grolim* This is Captain Olbrun of the USS Ganymede. Why have you taken our crew?

XO_Louis:
Tal: Work with Cain to find out how they did this, and try to get a lock on our people.

FCO_VID:
::thinks Romulan response most illogical::

CO_Grolim:
@Rag:  We wait.  Full security on the prisoners.

CSO_Paldn:
@::looking around, taking in details::

Ragnarok:
@Grolim: Of course

CNS_Warke:
@Wells:we've been told to formulate an escape plan

Ragnarok:
@::Swaggers back to the brig ::

CO_Grolim:
@*Olbrun*  We require safe passage from this area.  The prisoners are....... insurance, shall we say.

Ragnarok:
@:::Unholsters Disruptor ::

CO_Grolim:
@::smiles slightly::

CEO_Tal:
XO: Aye sir.

CMO_Wells:
:: sitting with her elbows on her knees, mumbling stuff about the castity of the romulan comnder's mother::   Warke:  was that an order from padedine?

CO_Olbrun:
::is rapidly losing her patience with this::*Grolim: It is unacceptable. Return our crew, and we can talk about safe passage.

CNS_Warke:
Wells:yes

CMO_Wells:
<@>

XO_Louis:
:: Safe passage... for what I wonder.::

Ragnarok:
@:::Sits with back against wall ::

CO_Grolim:
@::grins::  *Olbrun*  We hold the cards.  ::cuts comm and engages cloak::

CNS_Warke:
<@>

CO_Olbrun:
Tac: Track their tacheyon emissions from their cloak.

CSO_Paldn:
@::forming a mental map of the ship as he walks, noting computer ports::

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  We have lost the signal

CO_Olbrun:
Bridge: We can't lose track of them.

CMO_Wells:
@ wake: let's here your ideas....::get's up and begins looking around the cell::

CO_Olbrun:
::nods to rhian::

CTO_Cain:
Tal:  Since our sheilds were up, maybe the disruption we detected was resposible.

CO_Olbrun:
Tac: Track them.

CO_Olbrun:
Helm: Plot a course to follow them.

CTO_Cain:
Captain: Aye.  ::attempts to track emmisions::

CEO_Tal:
Cain: Good idea.

FCO_VID:
::scans Navigational signal from Romulan ship::

CNS_Warke:
@Wells:not sure yet how we'll escape

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: May I have a word with you? ::gestures to her ready room::

CO_Grolim:
@::orders a course back to the NZ::

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  We cannot pursue too closely, the temporal radiation will damage propulsion

CO_Olbrun:
Rhian: We have to make do. I'm not leaving my crew behind.

CMO_Wells:
@warke:  just keep thinking.....:: exaines every nook and crany::

CTO_Cain:
Tal:  If we can verify my theory, we may be able to beam them back the same way.

CEO_Tal:
Cain: They might be suspectable to a gravmetric pulse.

XO_Louis:
Captain: Aye :: Follows ::

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT: Understood

Ragnarok:
@*Grolim*_r_nIf you want we could porbably crush their ship with the wake of my craft

CO_Grolim:
@Rag:  Keep us moving out of here, and foil their efforts to follow.

CEO_Tal:
Cain: Maybe the we can cause there engines some problems.

CO_Olbrun:
::she goes into her ready room, waits until Louis is inside and the door is closed:: Robert: Looks like we need to review the chain of command, Robert.

CSO_Paldn:
@all: for now we wait for a moment to strike

OPS_Rhian:
Vid: I am transmitting the sensor data on the ship's wake...evade the dense spots as best you can

CNS_Warke:
Wells:good idea ::searches the cell::

XO_Louis:
Captain: ? ::Looks puzzled::

CTO_Cain:
Tal:  Its worth a try sir.

FCO_VID:
OPS:understood:

CSO_Paldn:
@::back in brig::

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: When I am on the bridge, it is not required that you field every question presented by the crew. That is why I am there.

CMO_Wells:
@::sighs::

FCO_VID:
::plots evasive action::

Ragnarok:
@:::Glares at Prisoners ::

XO_Louis:
:: Stands straigt up at attention ::

CO_Olbrun:
::there's a rolling boil of upset under her tone, but she keeps it subdued::

CNS_Warke:
@~~~what happened?~~~

XO_Louis:
Captain: Aye, understood.

CO_Olbrun:
Louis: Remember that. Dismissed.

CO_Olbrun:
::she exits her ready room and takes her seat again:: Rhian: Report. What is our status/

CSO_Paldn:
@::watching power supply of cell forcefield::

FCO_VID:
::evading dense spots::

CTO_Cain:
::working with Tal to find a way to get crewmates back::

CO_Olbrun:
::she's quietly seething, but has focussed her energy on getting her crew back::

Kris:
<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>
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